
Increase productivity with software plugins 100% tailored to your needs
100% applicable to your industry
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Reduce risk with centralized data storage
Easily manage and maintain your database

Save time with 100% automated label printing
Keep track of all label design changes using superior revision history module

Eliminate human error with an advanced multi-user environment
Maintain �exibility by employing di�erent label designers

Intuitive user interface with WYSIWYG print preview

CALL US FOR 100% FREE CONSULTATION!

“BETTER BARCODE AND LABEL PRINTING 
SOFTWARE. BETTER BUSINESS RESULTS.”



All in one place

Database management and maintenance

Multi-user environment

Work process automation

Support of di�erent label types

No internet access required

Advanced print preview with actual data

What is SQ Print? Main advantages:

7 x why to choose SQ Print:

How to save money?
Our developer team aimed for best e�ciency and simpli�ed connectivity 
with your work�ow process while designing SQ Print.

All data stored in a single, centralized database, simplifying administration, 
backup and replication.

SQ Print enables full control over changes to individual product de�nitions 
and accompanying labels. Any changes must be con�rmed by the user 
having the su�cient access privilege level to authorize them.

100% automation eliminates human error.

100% automation of work process

Revision history of changes

Plugins enable bespoke customizations

Di�erent label designers/engines supported

Access privileges customizable on per-user basis

100% Unicode support - print in any language or font

Use in numerous industries

SQ Print is an application which enables printing of labels using pre-de�ned 
templates, graphics, and data. Templates, graphics, and data are stored in a 
centralized database. Database management and maintenance are 
performed solely by the user with administration privileges. You can keep 
track of changes made to any part of the label - template, graphics or data. SQ 
Print supports di�erent types of a label for each product - packaging, product, 
custom, automation labels etc., with a preview available before printing and 
without requiring internet access. 

SQ Print enables full control over the printing of product labels!

 Mr. Gregor Mezek, Logistics manager, Danfoss d.o.o. 

"Priber o�ered us a complete solution for printing packaging labels. 
Satis�ed customers and users of the program con�rm that we have chosen the right partner for cooperation."

 Mr. Janez Vrhovnik, Department of standardization, Iskra d.o.o. 

“With IskraLabel we have shortened time to print labels in order to prevent the possibility of errors or choosing the wrong label.
Also, we are also highly satis�ed with the responsiveness of the entire team. ”



Revision of labels
Label design typically entails a label template, reference to a source of data 
and graphics. Each of these three items must be ready before a label can be 
printed. Keeping control over each of these constituent parts and any 
changes done to them is a must. Issues can arise when more than a single 
person is involved in the process of creating and printing labels and data 
maintenance. Inadvertent changes to data can cause interruptions to your 
work process and negatively impact your business. SQ Print avoids the pitfalls 
of inadvertent changes by requiring the authorization of any changes.

SQ Print will continue printing labels using the most recently authorized 
combination of template, data, and graphics and allows you to keep track of 
changes that have been made by keeping track of change history.

Supported label designers

Tailor-made to meet your needs

Visual adjustments

Programmable adjustments

Plugins

SQ Label

NiceLabel

Bartender

your designer/engine

Automation
SQ Print allows 100% automation of the work process and does away with a 
human error by automatically loading the right template and setting the 
number of copies of labels based on the work order you scanned. This means 
that �oor worker printing the labels is unable to inadvertently alter the data 
or template design of a label. Changing of data is only permitted to users with 
su�cient access privileges. Automation, multipack and industry pack labels 
are also supported by SQ Print.

Eliminate human error with 100% automation of the label printing 
process.

“Labeling software has reduced has reduced the possibility of repeating errors and printing wrong etiquettes.
It is easy to scan a code and see all templates required by the current work order... ”

 Mr. Jože Klun, Technology, DOM-TITAN d.d. 

We have been working with PRIBER in the �elds of product labeling and regulation of internal logistics in production for a long time. 
Their innovative and e�cient solution tailored to our needs has contributed greatly to the regulation and improvements

 Mr. Miha Sprincnik, Technology, Goodyear EPE d.o.o.



The ultimate solution for printing which
will put your business on the next level!

100 % GUARANTEED

100% SATISFACTION

Do you �nd an interaction between template and data time-
consuming?
Other applications may link templates and data in a single line but neverthe-
less, require you to navigate among a multitude of templates and data 
sources.

Is internet access required by your current printing software?
SQ Print is fully-functional without any reliance on internet access which 
means it can be used within closed internal networks, enabling maximum 
(air-gapped) security for your business.

Is your data stored in di�erent tables?
SQ Print templates, graphics, and data are stored in a single, centralized 
database. This means there is no need to maintain a multitude of applications 
to print the labels you need.

Is changing data proving to be an annoyance?
SQ Print's user interface is uncluttered and intuitive, meaning that you can 
quickly and e�ortlessly alter label data when needed.
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Call us and we will reveal the secret how SQ Print can lower your costs!

Inadvertent changes to product template or data ever plagued your 
work process?
SQ Print only prints label by employing the most recently authorized combi-
nation of label, template, and data. Only users having su�cient access 
privileges are able to authorize any changes. Any change must be manually 
authorized before it can take e�ect.

Customization of per-user access privileges?
SQ Print allows �ne-grained control over access privileges for each user. 
Between restriction of access to editing/adding of data,  data export, altering 
the number of copies to be printed,... There are more than 10 individual 
per-user settings allowing you to tailor each individual's access right.

100 % CONTROL


